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Abstract
An intriguing unanswered question about the evolution of bilateral animals with
internal skeletons is how an internal skeleton evolved in the first place. Compu-
tational modeling of the development of bilateral symmetric organisms suggests
an answer to this question. Our hypothesis is that an internal skeleton may have
evolved from a bilaterally symmetric ancestor with an external skeleton. By grow-
ing the organism inside-out an external skeleton becomes an internal skeleton.
Our hypothesis is supported by a computational theory of bilateral symmetry that
allows us to model and simulate this process. Inside-out development is achieved
by an orientation switch. Given the development of two bilateral founder cells that
generate a bilateral organism, a mutation that reverses the internal mirror orien-
tation of those bilateral founder cells leads to inside-out development. The new
orientation is epigenetically inherited by all progeny. A key insight is that each
cell contained in the newly evolved organism with the internal skeleton develops
according to the very same downstream developmental control network that di-
rects the development of its exoskeletal ancestor. The networks and their genomes
are are identical, but the interpretation is different because of the cell’s inverted
orientation. The result is inside-out bilateral symmetric development generating
an inside-out organism with an internal skeleton.
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ton, bilateral symmetry, developmental control networks, embryo genesis, cell orientation, Cambrian Explosion.
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1 Introduction
An intriguing unanswered question about the evolution of bilateral animals with internal skele-
tons is how an internal skeleton evolved in the first place. Computational modeling of the
development of bilateral symmetric organisms suggests an answer to this question.
Our hypothesis is that an internal skeleton may have evolved from a bilaterally symmetric
ancestor with an external skeleton. By growing the organism inside-out an external skeleton
becomes an internal skeleton. Some early worms had an external skeleton. Since a relatively
simple epigenetic switch can make a bilateral organism grow inside-out, applying this trans-
formation to such primitive organisms with an external skeleton may have resulted in archaic
organisms with an external skeleton having an internal skeleton. Our hypothesis is supported
by a computational theory of bilateral symmetry that allows us to model and simulate this
process.
In particular, we hypothesize that a cellular, epigenetic transformation was responsible for the
early evolution of the internal skeleton in metazoans. Inside-out development is achieved by
an orientation switch. Given the development of two bilateral founder cells that generate a
bilateral organism, a mutation that reverses the internal mirror orientation of those bilateral
founder cells leads to inside-out development. The new orientation is epigenetically inherited
by all progeny [3].
Inside-out growth utilizes developmental control networks that are interpreted by the cell’s
interpretive executive system (IES). The IES interprets and executes the instructions in the
genome [1, 2].
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A key insight is that each cell contained in the newly evolved organism with the internal skele-
ton develops according to the very same downstream developmental control network that di-
rects the development of its exoskeletal ancestor. The networks and their genomes are iden-
tical, but the interpretation is different because of the cell’s inverted orientation. The result is
inside-out bilateral symmetric development generating an inside-out organism with an internal
skeleton.
First we will briefly explain how organisms develop bilaterally. Then we will explain how
make a bilateral organism grow inside-out growth. We model and simulate the multicellu-
lar development of a primitive organism with an external skeleton that is transformed into a
organism with a central internal skeleton by means of inside-out growth.
As a result we have a theory of how an internal skeleton may have evolved from an external
skeleton.
2 How bilateral development works
In [3] we presented a theory of bilateral symmetric development of multicellular organisms.
The core of that theory is based on the assumption that cells have an internal coordinate system
that gives them an orientation in space. When a cell makes an oriented division it results in
two bilateral founder cells with mirror orientations. The oriented division may happen directly
or by means of a cell signaling protocol. The result is the same, namely, two daughter cells
whose orientation axes mirror one another.
(a) Founder cell’s orientation (b) A simple MCO (c) Cell orientation view
Fig. 1: Oriented Back-to-Back cell division and the resulting bilateral organism. Bilateral
symmetric growth results from a mirror orientation of the daughter cells from a founder cell. The Back-
to-Back orientation is epigenetically inherited during each division. Each directive in the organism’s
developmental control network that utilizes orientation along the X-axis is interpreted in the opposite
direction in each generated polar opposite, mirror cell. The result is a bilaterally symmetric multi-
cellular organism. The first Fig.1a shows the establishment of two bilateral founder cells. Fig.1b
illustrates a possible resulting bilateral multicellular organism. The third Fig.1c shows the internal
epigenetically inherited opposite orientations of the cells in the two bilateral halves of the organism.
(This figure is adapted from [3])
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2.0.1 The network perspective
The oriented division produces two mirror daughter cells in identical developmental network
control states realized in identical genomes. Even though each daughter founder cell is con-
trolled by an equivalent developmental control network or cene [1], the interpretation each cell
gives to its developmental network is different. The interpretation depends on the cell’s ori-
entation state. The alternative orientation-relative interpretations identical control networks,
results in the development of bilaterally symmetric organism (see [3] for details).
2.0.2 The simulation perspective
Cells are viewed as agents in a distributed multiagent system. Development is viewed as highly
distributed, dynamic multiagent processes of communicating and cooperating social, physical
agents acting in continuous space-time. The genome, the developmental control network, the
cell differentiation state, the cell control state, the cell physics, and the epigenetic, cell ori-
entation state are all modeled. Each cell in the multicellular developing organism interprets
and executes its developmental network in parallel with the other cells. The cells have the
capacity to communicate and cooperate with one another via various signaling protocols and
strategies.
3 Inside-out growth transforms an external skeleton to an internal
skeleton
(a) Regular (b) Inside-out (c) External skeleton (d) Internal skeleton
Fig. 2: Inside-out growth transforms an external to an internal skeleton. Views of two pairs
of multicellular organisms generated by a computational simulation. On the left 2a and 2b are the
cell differentiation views where cell colors represent different cell differentiation states. On the right
the skeletal cells are emphasized in 2c and 2d. A simple mutation results in an orientation switch in
bilateral founder cells that then epigenetically generates the opposite, inside-out development in the
organism.
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A bilaterally symmetric organism develops bilaterally because at some point two founder cells
have been generated such that their orientations mirror one another. Bilateral development fol-
lows because the cells on each side of the bilateral organism have mirror orientations. When
the initial mirror cell orientation is reversed by some means then the founder cells generate
an organism that grows inside-out. It continues to grow inside-out so long as it remains vi-
able.
Fig. 2 illustrates the effect for a simple organism. The first pair shows how the transformation
looks in a normal view where the cell colors indicate different cell differentiation states. The
second pair of organisms emphasizes the skeletal cells in red and the other non-skeletal cells
are in white. It shows how that inside-out growth can transform an organism with an external
skeleton to an organism with an internal skeleton.
3.1 Inside-Out Growth Explained
When a mutation results in a reversal of the orientation of the bilateral founder cell, the effect is
that the multicellular organism grows inside-out. Each directive in the developmental control
network is now interpreted and executed in the opposite direction from before resulting in
inside-out growth of the bilateral organism.
(a) External skeleton (b) Orientation switch (c) Internal skeleton
Fig. 3: Orientation transform results in inside-out growth. The bilateral multicellular organ-
ism on the left Fig.3a, where the red cells are on the outside, develops from the founder cells next to its
right in Fig.3b that have a Back-to-Back orientation. The reversal from a Back-to-Back orientation to
a Face-to-Face orientation in the founder cells Fig.3b is epigenetically inherited in the progeny. The
result of this orientation switch is inside-out development seen in the organism on the right Fig.3c where
the red cells are on the inside. The transformation is reversible going in either direction depending only
on the initial orientation of the bilateral founder cells. (This figure is adapted from [3])
In Fig. 3 above, a reversal of the X-axis (in red) from a Back-to-Back (on the left) to a Face-to-
Face orientation (on the right) in the founder cell results in an opposing Face-to-Face orienta-
tion in the daughter cells. This new orientation is epigenetically inherited in the progeny. The
result is inside-out development.
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4 A new evolutionary space
The developmental process by which bilateral symmetry and symmetry inversions are estab-
lished is fundamentally different from simple traditional genetically based processes. A stan-
dard genetic mutation changes a protein that is pleiotropic and is rarely associated with a par-
ticular phenotype. Here a genetic mutation may induce an orientation inversion and thereby
generate a whole new distributed developmental process that effects all the progeny of the
transformed cell. The transformation is inherited by the daughter cells at each division.
Genes must be activated prior to each division so as to manufacture the self-organizing com-
ponents needed to maintain the internal coordinate system of the cell and thereby recreate the
orientation of the parent cell in its daughter cells. However, the gene products not only self-
organize but interact with the given structure of the cell using that structure as a template to
maintain the orientation and coordinate system in the new daughter cells. Hence, the inheri-
tance of the orientation structure of the cell is largely epigenetic while at the same time utilizing
the parts produced by the genome.
Bilateral symmetry is achieved by a relatively simple mechanism [3]. This may explain the
rapid evolution of bilaterally symmetric organisms, as well as internal skeletal life forms in the
pre-Cambrian and Cambrian. The process is reversible so it is also possible that exoskeletons
resulted from inverted inside-out development of bilateral organisms with an internal skele-
ton.
4.1 Evolutionary potential of sub-symmetry inversion
Sub-symmetries can also be generated by oriented divisions that are downstream and in the
same dimension as the first oriented division.
If we have an addition reversal of orientation in the next generation, then only those offsprings
downstream in the control network will invert their development. This is best seen by an
example.
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(a) RGB-ff-bb (b) RGBa-ff-bb (c) RBGa-ff-ff (d) RBG-ff-ff
(e) BGR-bb-bb (f) BGRa-bb-bb (g) GBRa-bb-ff (h) GBR-bb-ff
Fig. 4: Transformations of symmetries and sub-symmtries. These multicellular structures
illustrate different combinations of orientation switches leading to different combinations of layers of
bilaterally symmetric tissue. Even these simple stylized examples show the significant evolutionary
potential of variations generated by transformations of cell orientation. The arrows show the different
states of orientation of the adjacent cell tissue. Notation: B = Blue, G = Green, R = Red, bb = back-
to-back, ff = face-to-face. Hence, GBR-bb-ff means that a Green Blue Red pattern of cells results from
a back-to-back followed by a face-to-face cell division.
Imagine an organism with three layers of major cell types indicated by Red, Green, Blue.
For example in Fig.4a, RED is on the outside edge and BLUE is in the center as follows:
RED-GREEN-BLUE || BLUE-GREEN-RED where || is the plane of symmetry. If we do a
reversal in the upper most oriented division, the the order is reversed: BLUE-GREEN-RED
|| RED-GREEN-BLUE as in Fig.4e. Now RED is in the center and BLUE is on the outside
edge.
If, however, we reverse the order of symmetry in a second oriented division then only the Green
and Blue grow inside-out. So starting with the same state as before in Fig.4a where BLUE is
in the center as follows: RED-GREEN-BLUE || BLUE-GREEN-RED a secondary orientation
switch only reverses the order of the middle layers, exchanging GREEN with BLUE to give
RED-BLUE-GREEN || GREEN-BLUE-RED as in Fig.4d. Note that RED stays untransformed
on the outside edge while only the center is transformed.
If instead we start with the state Fig.4d which is RED-BLUE-GREEN || GREEN-BLUE-RED
and switch the first major orientated division we then get GREEN on the outside to give Fig.4h
which is GREEN-BLUE-RED || RED-BLUE-GREEN. In other words, the inside-out growth
switch can be applied at any level where there is oriented division. But it only applies to cell
states in network paths that are downstream of the orientation switch. Hence, we can get every
possible combination of order of tissue layers depending on the orientation switches.
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Therefore, orientation switching has implications for ordering of tissue layers within organ-
isms. Mutations that result in orientation switches can reverse the location of internal tissue in
bilateral organisms without the whole organism growing inside-out. This open up a new route
for the evolution of multicellular organisms.
5 Conclusion
We shown that it is possible that the internal skeleton of multicellular organisms may have
evolved from an ancestor with an external skeleton. Computational modeling and simulation
show that this is possible by way of a mutation that leads to an orientation switch in the bilateral
founder cells. This change in cell orientation is inherited by the progeny resulting to the pre-
viously exoskeletal organism growing inside-out transforming the formally external skeleton
into an internal skeleton.
This major evolutionary step is a combination of the interaction of genetics, epigenetics, bilat-
eral symmetry and developmental control networks. A gene mutation may be responsible for
the initial orientation switch. The inheritance of the orientation in daughter cells from their par-
ent cell is epigenetic but is supported by genes that prior to each cell division produce the parts
that make up the molecular orientation structures necessary for oriented division. The con-
trol of bilateral development in each bilateral body half is directed by developmental control
networks.
Evolution by cell orientation transformation is a fundamentally different process from tradi-
tional evolution by genetic mutation. It is also different from evolution by developmental
network mutation [1, 2]. The creation and transformation of symmetries and sub-symmetries
opens up alternative evolutionary pathways. It offers a vast new potential evolutionary space
of possible morphologies and functions for evolving multicellular organisms. See [3] for some
examples. This evolutionary space predicted by our theory of symmetry and symmetry trans-
formation has been not explored up until now. Like a newly discovered country waiting to be
explored, it leads to open questions and new areas of possible research, .
6 Materials and methods
Cells are viewed as agents in a distributed multiagent system. Development is viewed as highly
distributed, dynamic multiagent processes of communicating and cooperating social, physical
agents acting in continuous space-time. The genome, the developmental control network, the
cell differentiation state, the cell control state, the cell physics, and the epigenetic, cell ori-
entation state are all modeled. Each cell in the multicellular developing organism interprets
and executes its developmental network in parallel with the other cells. The cells have the
capacity to communicate and cooperate with one another via various signaling protocols and
strategies.
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We used Cellnomica’s Software Suite (http://cellnomica.com) to model and simulate multi-
cellular development in space-time. The developmental control networks, cell orientation,
bilateral symmetry, sub-symmetries, symmetry breaking and inside-out mutations were all
tested using Cellnomica’s Software Suite. Each of the concepts discussed was modeled and
simulated with artificial genomes that generated multicellular bilaterally symmetric organisms
starting from a single cell. Mutations to the developmental control networks that resulted in the
reversal of the axis of orientation leading to inside out growth and sub-symmetries were also
modeled. The illustrations of multi-cellular systems are screenshots of cells that developed in
virtual 4-dimensional space-time using the Cellnomica’s software.
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